
to the overall single-crystal orientation of the
initial microcube. CBED analysis performed on
the sample showed largemisorientations between
adjacent grains that exhibit high contrast (Fig. 4B
and table S7) (20) and a gradually varying CBED
pattern within each of those grains, consistent
with a structure at a lower length scale containing
defects and small subgrain misorientations.
Upon impact, the pristine single-crystal single-

grain Ag microcube undergoes an extreme defor-
mation trajectory of micro- and nanostructural
changes due to the high-strain-rate deformation:
a highly deformed external geometry and creation
of nanoscale grains and strong spatial gradients
in grain size along the height of the sample. Such
aGNG structure has been shown to result in a new
gradient-plasticity strengthening and toughening
mechanism in metals with spatial gradients in
stress and strain under uniform overall deforma-
tions (6). Because of the correlation between the
yield strength and the grain size, application of
a uniform external load to amaterial with GNG
structure still leads to different strain distribu-
tions in different-sized grains, resulting in a spatial
gradient of strain and stress (6). This strengthening
and tougheningmechanism,which is distinct from
the commonly known strain-gradient plasticity,
prevents catastrophic failure through progressive
yielding and strain hardening (4–6).
Our observations of recrystallization driven by

the stored elastic energy suggest amicrostructural
evolution path that progresses from nanocrystal-
line toward single crystal. The recrystallization
processes also soften the hard and brittle nano-
crystalline material that results from dynamic de-
formation (31). Therefore, the GNG-structured
metal with intermediate states of recrystallization
should have desirable strength and toughness for
mechanical applications requiring high fatigue life
and survivability in extreme environments such
as automobile and aircraft crashes, sport-related
collisions, and body and vehicle armors. The re-
crystallization process can be retarded by the
addition of alloying elements that preferentially
segregate to grain boundaries for thermodynamic
nanostructure stabilization (32).
TheGNG-structuredmaterialsmade by a single-

step high-strain-rate process, particularly inmetallic
alloy systems that have the ability to retard con-
tinuous recrystallization even at high temperatures
(32), will be useful for applications requiring ul-
trahigh strength and toughness. Our studies also
demonstrate that controlling the impact orienta-
tionwill provide additional control over tailoring
the GNG structure and hence themechanical prop-
erties of the resultant material. Additionally, our
findings suggest important roles played by both
the intrinsic crystal symmetries and the extrinsic
sample geometries, inspiring further fundamen-
tal investigations to understand the interplay of
intrinsic and extrinsic symmetries.
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SOLID-STATE PHYSICS

Observation of a nematic quantum
Hall liquid on the surface of bismuth
Benjamin E. Feldman,1* Mallika T. Randeria,1* András Gyenis,1* Fengcheng Wu,2

Huiwen Ji,3 R. J. Cava,3 Allan H. MacDonald,2 Ali Yazdani1†

Nematic quantum fluids with wave functions that break the underlying crystalline
symmetry can form in interacting electronic systems. We examined the quantum Hall
states that arise in high magnetic fields from anisotropic hole pockets on the Bi(111)
surface. Spectroscopy performed with a scanning tunneling microscope showed that a
combination of single-particle effects and many-body Coulomb interactions lift the
six-fold Landau level (LL) degeneracy to form three valley-polarized quantum Hall states.
We imaged the resulting anisotropic LL wave functions and found that they have a different
orientation for each broken-symmetry state. The wave functions correspond to those
expected from pairs of hole valleys and provide a direct spatial signature of a nematic
electronic phase.

N
ematic electronic states represent an in-
triguing class of broken-symmetry phases
that can spontaneously form as a result of
electronic correlations (1, 2). They are char-
acterized by reduced rotational symmetry

relative to the underlying crystal lattice and have
attracted considerable interest in systems such
as two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) (3–5),

strontium ruthenate (6), and high-temperature su-
perconductors (7–12). The sensitivity of electronic
nematic phases to disorder results in short-range
ordering and the formation of domains, making
them difficult to study using global measurements
that average overmicroscopic configurations. The
effect of perturbations, such as crystalline strain,
may be used to show a propensity for nematic
order—that is, to provide evidence that vestiges
of nematic behavior survive even in the presence of
material imperfections (1). However, it is difficult
to quantitatively correlate the experimental evidence
of ordering with a microscopic description of the
electronic states and the interactions responsible
for nematic behavior. To put the study of nematic
electronic phases on more quantitative ground,
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it is therefore important not only to perform local
measurements, but also to find a material system
for which theory can fully characterize the un-
derlying broken-symmetry states and the elec-
tronic interactions.
Multivalley 2DEGswith anisotropic band struc-

ture have been anticipated as a model platform
to explore nematic order in the quantum Hall re-
gime (13–17). The key idea is that Coulomb inter-
actions can spontaneously lift the valley degeneracy
inmaterials with low disorder and thereby break
rotational symmetry. In contrast to previously
studied metallic nematic phases, this leads to a
gapped nematic state with quantized Hall con-
ductance. We examined such a 2DEG on the sur-
face of single crystals of bismuth (Bi), which is
one of the cleanest electronic systems, with a bulk
mean free path reaching 1 mmat low temperatures
(18). Interest in Bi has recently been rekindled by
bulk measurements showing phase transitions
and anisotropic behavior, possibly related to ne-
matic electronic phenomena, in the presence of
large magnetic fields (19–22). We focus here on
the (111) surface of Bi, for which strong Rashba
spin-orbit coupling results in a rich 2DEG con-
sisting of spin-split surface states that produce
multiple electron and hole pockets (23, 24). Scan-
ning tunnelingmicroscope (STM) images (Fig. 1A)
show that the in situ cleaved Bi(111) surface has
large (>200 nm× 200 nm) atomically ordered ter-

races that are separated by steps oriented along
high-symmetry crystallographic directions (25).
Angle-resolvedphotoemissionspectroscopy (ARPES)
measurements (23, 24, 26, 27) of this surface show
that its Fermi surface consists of a hexagonal elec-
tron pocket at the G point, three additional elon-
gated electron pockets around the M points, and
six anisotropic hole pockets along the G-M direc-
tions (Fig. 1B, inset). The multiply degenerate ani-
sotropic valleys and the low disorder of the Bi(111)
surface make it an ideal system to search for nem-
atic electronic behavior using the STM.
In the absence of magnetic field, spectroscopic

measurements of the Bi(111) surface with the STM
(Fig. 1B) show features in the tunneling conduct-
anceG that are related to vanHove singularities
of the density of states (DOS), such as the sharp
peak at energy E = 220meV and the abrupt drop
at 33meV. These features correspond to the upper
band edges of the surface states along the G-M
direction (25, 28, 29). In the presence of a large
magnetic field B, the electron and hole states of
the Bi(111) surface are quantized into Landau
levels (LLs), each with degeneracy geB/h, where e
is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant, and
g accounts for the degeneracy arising from the
valley degree of freedom (g = 6 for holes). At high
magnetic field, the STM spectra show a series of
sharp peaks (Fig. 1B) whose evolution with mag-
netic field can be used to distinguish between

electron- and hole-like LLs, which disperse in
energy with positive or negative slopes, respec-
tively, as a function of magnetic field (Fig. 1, C
and D). They do not exhibit avoided crossings,
and the total conductance is additive when they
cross, which suggests independent tunneling into
each LL. LL spectroscopy on thin Bi(111) filmswas
recently reported (28) but did not show evidence of
symmetry breaking,which is the focus of ourwork.
Our first key observation is that the surface-

state LLs do not disperse linearly withmagnetic
field. Instead, they are pinned to the Fermi level
until they are fully occupied, as is clearly shown for
the hole states in Fig. 1D. Such behavior is rarely
observed in LL spectroscopy of ungated samples
performed using a STM (30), and it indicates that
the surface charge density is held constant in our
system. Electron LLs exhibit pinning only when
there are no proximal hole states, whereas they
otherwise cross straight through the hole LLs at
the Fermi level. This difference in behavior signals
an intriguing competition between electron- and
hole-like states in a magnetic field, and suggests
charge rearrangement between pockets (29). We
focus below on the hole states, for which the or-
bital index Nh is straightforward to assign, with
the highest-energy peak corresponding toNh = 0
closely matched to the zero-field drop in con-
ductance at 33 meV. Using the values of the field
and filling factor at which LLs cross the Fermi

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 21 OCTOBER 2016 • VOL 354 ISSUE 6310 317

Fig. 1. Landau levels (LLs) of the Bi(111) surface states. (A) A typical
cleaved Bi(111) surface, with crystallographic axes labeled. The data in (E)
and (G) are an average of spectra measured along the blue line, and the
conductance maps in Fig. 3 were performed in the area denoted by the
black box. Surface defects are circled in purple; the inset shows a zoom-in
on one defect (inset z height scale, 1.3 Å). (B) Conductance G as a function
of energy E at magnetic field B = 0 (blue) and at 14 T (red). The curves are
offset by 0.5 for clarity. At B = 0, the data are taken at temperature T ≈ 4 K.
All other data throughout the manuscript are measured at 250 mK. The
inset is a diagram of the Bi(111) first Brillouin zone, showing the electron
(purple) and hole (blue) Fermi pockets of the surface states. (C) Landau
fan diagram of G(E, B) that shows crossing electron- and hole-like LLs.The
data are averaged over a 20-nm line, with individual spectra showing

almost no spatial variation on this energy scale. Select orbital indices Ne

and Nh of the respective electron and hole LLs are labeled. (D) Higher-
energy resolution measurement of G(E, B) that clearly shows Fermi-level
pinning of each hole LL. (E) High-resolution measurement of G(E, B) in a
region where the LLs corresponding to Nh = 3, 4, and 5 each show splitting
into a two-fold degenerate and a four-fold degenerate LL peak. Data are
averaged over the blue line in (A). (F) Line cut of spectra showing strain-
induced splitting of the six-fold degenerate Nh = 3 LL into two or three peaks,
depending on position. Numbers in parentheses denote the degeneracy of
each broken-symmetry state. (G) Zoom-in on G(E, B) in the same location as
in (E). The four-fold degenerate peak further splits into two distinct LLs as it
crosses the Fermi level, indicating broken symmetry states arising from
exchange interactions. Arrows mark Dstrain and Dexch.
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Fig. 2. Rotational symmetry breaking and local
domains of a nematic electronic phase. (A) Average
conductance spectrum at 12.9 T, measured over a
100-nm line cut (which exhibits little spatial depen-
dence) near the start of the line cut in Fig. 1F, show-
ing three broken-symmetry hole LLs, two of which
are split by exchange interactions at the Fermi level.
(B to D) Spatial maps of conductance normalized by
its average value G=G at energies corresponding to the
three split hole LL peaks. Ellipses of reduced conduct-
ance are centered on surface defects, with different
orientations at each energy. (E) Average conductance
spectrum at 14 T, measured in the same location as
in (A).The spectrum shows restored symmetry of the
exchange-split LLs in (A) to produce a four-fold dege-

nerate LL. (F) Spatial map of G=G at the energy of the
four-fold degenerate LL peak, which shows ellipses

with two orientations. (G) Spatial map of G=G at the
energy of the two-fold degenerate LL peak that is split
from the four-fold degenerate peak by strain, showing
the same unidirectional behavior as in (D). The spatial
maps in (F) and (G) are measured in the same area as
(B) to (D). (H) Average conductance spectrum (mea-
sured over a 100-nm line cut that exhibits little spatial
dependence) at 12.9 T in a location about 1 mm away
from the region shown in (A) to (G). (I to K) Spatial

maps of G=G in the new location at energies corres-
ponding to the three split hole LL peaks. The ener-
getic order of the three directions is different, with
the first two orientations switched, demonstrating the
presence of domains. For all conductance spectra,
the electron LLs are labeled, and the hole LL degeneracy is denoted in parentheses near each peak.

Fig. 3. Isolated anisotropic cyclotron orbits and theoretical modeling.

(A to E) Spatial maps of G=G at 14 T in the area denoted by the black box
in Fig. 1A, at energies corresponding to the strain-induced broken-symmetry
hole LL for orbital indices Nh = 0 to 4. Isolated anisotropic cyclotron orbits
are present around surface defects. (F) Spatial map of G=G in the same
area at the energy of the Ne = 8 LL, showing circular rings of suppressed
conductance (black arrows) that occur around the same surface defects.
The weak elliptical feature around the lower defect is related to a missing
cyclotron orbit from the Nh = 3 LL at a nearby energy. The trapezoidal

feature in the background conductance results from the shape of the
terrace because the LLvisibility is suppressed near step edges. (G) Amplitude

2πl2Bjφ4;4ðrÞj2 of the m = Nh = 4 cyclotron orbit wave function. (H to K)
Simulated maps of the expected conductance, 1−2πl2BjφN;NðrÞj2, with individual
cyclotron orbits centered on the surface defects circled in Fig. 1A. The size and
shape of the simulated conductance are a good match to the data in (B) to (E).
(L) Semimajor axis size of the cyclotron orbits for Nh = 4 (blue) and ring size of
those from electron LLs near the Fermi level (red) as a function of magnetic
field. Dashed lines are fits to the field dependence of the extracted sizes.
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level, we determine the hole surface density to be
p ≈ 7.1 × 1012 cm−2 (29).
High-resolution spectroscopic measurements

provide an indication that both single-particle
effects and electron-electron interactions break
the six-fold symmetry of the hole LLs. Evidence
of symmetry breaking can be seen inFig. 1E,which
shows the field evolution of the conductance spec-
tra in one region of the sample where the LLs cor-
responding toNh = 3, 4, and 5 are each split into
two peakswith different amplitudes, indicating a
lifting of the six-fold valley degeneracy of each
level to form two- and four-fold degenerate LLs.
The fact that the splitting (characterized by a gap
Dstrain) occurs away from the Fermi level indicates
that it is a single-particle effect. The very weak
dependence of Dstrain onmagnetic field and orbital
index and the fact that we observe different mag-
nitude gaps in different regions of the sample
suggest that local strain underlies this partial sym-
metry breaking (29). As an illustration of the spa-
tial dependence of this behavior, we show in Fig.
1F a spectroscopic line cut from a region of the
sample in which the six-fold degeneracy of the
Nh = 3 LL is lifted to produce either two or three
broken-symmetry states, depending on location
within the sample.

Electron-electron interactions further lift the LL
degeneracy and are manifested in spectroscopic
measurements by the appearance of energy gaps
when theLLs cross the Fermi level. Figure 1G shows
a high-resolutionmeasurement of the Fermi-level
crossing of theNh = 4 LL (in the same area as in
Fig. 1E), where over a range of 0.5 T, the four-fold
degenerate peak develops an exchange energy gap
(Dexch = 450 meV) that is coincidentwith the Fermi
level. Although there are spatial variations in the
exactmagnitude of the gaps between the broken-
symmetry LLs, exchange interactions consistently
enhance gaps between LLs that are already split
by strain and induce a gap between previously
degenerate levels when they cross the Fermi level.
The magnitude of the exchange gap is consistent
with that estimated theoretically for the hole poc-
kets of Bi(111), and it is not related to an Efros-
Shlovskii Coulomb gap (29). These observations
demonstrate that a combination of a single-particle
effect, likely strain, and many-body interactions
lift the six-fold valley degeneracy of the hole LL to
produce three broken-symmetry states.
We performed spectroscopic mapping with the

STM to directly visualize the underlying quantum
Hall wave functions and to demonstrate the break-
ing of crystalline symmetry in these phases. Con-

ductance maps at energies corresponding to each
of the three broken-symmetry hole LLs show an-
isotropic ellipse-like features that point along high-
symmetry crystal axes, with relative angles rotated
by 120° with respect to each other (Fig. 2, A to D).
The elliptical features are centered on atomic-scale
surface defects, and the samedefects produce rings
in all three directions. This suggests that ellipse
orientation is not associatedwith symmetry break-
ing from the defect itself, which is further con-
firmed by atomic-resolution topographs (29). As
we showbelow, the three different directionalities
arise from cyclotron orbits in pairs of hole valleys
that are elongated in the same direction. More im-
portant, such spatially resolved measurements
enable us to directly visualize the spontaneous
breaking of the LL degeneracy by electron-electron
interactions. By tuning the magnetic field to ad-
just the occupancy of two of the three broken
symmetry states, we can contrast spatial maps of
the LLswith andwithout exchange splitting. The
measurements in Fig. 2, E to G, obtained in the
same region as those in Fig. 2, A to D, show that
the elliptical features in the conductancemaps can
occur as a superposition of two different orienta-
tions, indicating that the symmetry between these
two orientations is not broken in the absence of

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 21 OCTOBER 2016 • VOL 354 ISSUE 6310 319

Fig. 4. Energy shift of the cyclotron orbits. (A to I) Spatial maps of G=G around an isolated impurity at B = 10 T with energy spaced by 100 meV
throughout one broken-symmetry Nh = 4 LL peak. These maps show the shift to lower energy of the m = N cyclotron orbit. (J) Corresponding
conductance spectrum (averaged over a 12 nm × 2.5 nm area centered about 5 nm underneath the defect) marked with colored circles for each mapped
energy. (K) Oscillations of G=G along the semiminor axis, averaged over 100 and 200 meV (blue) and over 400 and 500 meV (red), respectively,
highlighting the contrast reversal in the maps.
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an exchange gap. A comparison of Fig. 2F with
Fig. 2, B and C, clearly shows that unidirectional
elliptical features emerge as the exchange gap
opens, providing a directmanifestation of nematic
valley-polarized states on the Bi(111) surface.
Another key feature of a nematic electronic

phase without long-range order is the presence
of domains, which we observe in our system by
performing spatially resolved spectroscopy with
the STM. We find that the sequence in energy of
the three broken-symmetry hole LL states can
change depending on the location within the
sample. An example of this behavior can be seen
by contrasting the spectrum and corresponding
conductance maps in Fig. 2, A to D, to those mea-
sured about 1 mm away, shown in Fig. 2, H to K.
These data reveal that the orientations of the two
broken-symmetry states corresponding to the first
two peaks in the spectra have switched between
the two locations on theBi surface. Thus, our STM
measurements not only show that electron-electron
interactions drive nematic behavior, but also illus-
trate the formation of local nematic domains.
We show below that the elliptical features in

our STM conductance maps arise from cyclotron
orbit wave functions of the broken-symmetry
quantum Hall phases that are pinned by surface
defects. To characterize these features in detail,
we studied them in an area with few surface de-
fects (box in Fig. 1A) and examined their depen-
dence on orbital index at a constant magnetic field
(14 T) around the same defects (circled in Fig. 1A).
The conductance maps shown in Fig. 3, A to E,
were obtained at the energies of the strain-
induced broken-symmetry LLs for Nh = 0 to 4,
and they revealed concentric ellipses of suppressed
conductance similar to those in Fig. 2, with a
consistent orientation for all the orbital indices.
The size of the outermost ring increased with in-
creasing orbital index, as did the number of con-
centric rings of suppressed conductance. Around
these same surface defects, we observed approx-
imately circular rings in conductance maps mea-
sured at the nearby electron LL peak (Fig. 3F),
which further confirms that the defects them-
selves do not break rotational symmetry.
The rings of suppressed conductance for both

electron and hole LLs can be understood as a
consequence of cyclotron orbits that are shifted
in energy because of the sharp potential produced
by the atomic surface defects. In the symmetric
gauge, the cyclotron orbits of each LL can be
labeled by a second orbital quantum numberm
(31, 32). Only them=N cyclotron orbit hasweight
at the defect, so it is the only state whose energy is
shifted by the defect potential, which wemodeled
as a delta function (29).Without the defect, conduc-
tance maps measured at the LL peak would in-
clude DOS contributions from all cyclotron orbits,
and no spatial variation would be expected. How-
ever, because the m = N orbit is shifted to a
different energy by the defect, it becomes visible
as a decreased conductance in the shape of the
wave function when measurements are per-
formed at the unperturbed LL energy.
A theoretical model of cyclotron orbit wave

functions for the surface states of Bi(111) can be

used to capture the elliptical features in the STM
conductance maps near individual defects with
excellent accuracy. The anisotropy of the surface
state hole pockets is reflected in their cyclotron
orbitwave function, as exemplified by them=Nh=
4 state, whose amplitude 2pl2Bjφ4;4ðrÞj2 (where
lB =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ=eB

p
is the magnetic length) is plotted

in Fig. 3G. The number of elliptical features in these
wave functions increases with orbital index and is a
reflection of the spatial oscillations of them = Nh

wave function, which is proportional to a Laguerre
polynomial with Nh + 1 peaks (29). Using the de-
fects marked in Fig. 1A as the centers of such
cyclotron orbits, we simulated the expected con-
ductance pattern by subtracting 2pl2BjφN;N ðrÞj2
from a uniform background (Fig. 3, H to K). The
similarity to the experimental data in Fig. 3, B to
E, for differentNh states is remarkable, especially
given that the only adjustable fit parameter is the
anisotropy of the hole pocket effective mass. We
extract a ratio of 5 for the hole pocket anisotropy,
in good agreement with previous ARPES mea-
surements (23, 26, 27) and calculations (33). Our
model also captures the field dependence of the
cyclotron orbit size of the hole LL for Nh = 4, as
well as that of the electron LLs near the Fermi
level. Figure 3L shows the experimentally mea-
sured size of the outermost rings for both sets of
orbits. They follow the expected 1=

ffiffiffi
B

p
or 1/B

scaling for hole and electron LLs, respectively,
which reflects the dependence of the cyclotron
orbit wave functions on magnetic length and
orbital index (29).
On the basis of the model described above, we

anticipate that the suppression we have detected
in the conductance maps at the LL peaks should
be accompanied by an enhanced conductance
relative to the background at other energies. An
example of such contrast reversal is shown in
Fig. 4, A to I, which displays conductance maps
near an isolated defect over a range of energies
within one broken-symmetry LLpeakwith orbital
indexNh = 4 (Fig. 4J). The maps measured at the
LL peak and at higher energies show ellipses of
suppressed conductance that correspond to a
missing cyclotron orbit, whereas at lower ener-
gies, such maps show ellipses of higher conduct-
ance that indicate the lower energy to which this
orbit has been shifted by the defect potential.
This reversal of the contrast is clearly illustrated
by the energy-averaged line cuts shown in Fig.
4K, which demonstrate that the cyclotron orbit
energy has been lowered by about 300 mV by this
particular defect. Examining different defects, we
have found evidence for both attractive and re-
pulsive potentials from the contrast reversal in the
conductance maps (29).
Our measurements are in the clean regime

where signatures of isolated cyclotron orbits are
visible around individual defects, in contrast to
previous studies of DOS modulations from drift
states moving along equipotential lines in the
disordered limit (34–36). Cyclotron orbits that
are shifted in energy by an isolated defect have
beenexplored ingraphene (32), andothermeasure-
ments have indirectly probed the size and shape
of cyclotron orbits (36–38) by examining LL spatial

dependence caused by potential modulations. We
performed direct two-dimensional mapping of
isolated cyclotron orbits, which enabled us to vi-
sualize nematic order on theBi(111) surface,where
the anisotropic hole mass leads to anisotropic
cyclotron orbits.
The Bi(111) 2DEG represents an interesting

venue to explore electron-electron interactions
within anisotropic valleys. The ability to bring
the lowest hole-like LL to the Fermi level, either
by external gating or doping,may allow for direct
visualization of fractional quantum Hall states
and Wigner crystallization with a STM. In addi-
tion, the boundaries between different nematic
domains are expected to harbor low-energy edge
modes that are analogous to topologically protec-
ted states (13). The ability to generate a valley-
polarized nematic phase that can be externally
tuned with strain makes Bi(111) surface states
ideally suited for controlled engineering of aniso-
tropic physical properties. The predicted semimetal-
to-semiconductor transition with decreasing
thickness in bulk Bi (18) means that the transport
properties of thin Bi(111) crystalswill be dominated
by the surface states, yielding further prospects for
integration into devices that exploit the unique
physical properties reported here.
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GROUP DYNAMICS

Network science on belief system
dynamics under logic constraints
Noah E. Friedkin,1* Anton V. Proskurnikov,2,3 Roberto Tempo,4 Sergey E. Parsegov5

Breakthroughs have been made in algorithmic approaches to understanding how
individuals in a group influence each other to reach a consensus. However, what
happens to the group consensus if it depends on several statements, one of which
is proven false? Here, we show how the existence of logical constraints on beliefs
affect the collective convergence to a shared belief system and, in contrast,
how an idiosyncratic set of arbitrarily linked beliefs held by a few may become
held by many.

C
onverse [(1), p. 207] defined a belief sys-
tem as “a configuration of ideas and at-
titudes in which the elements are bound
together by some form of constraint or
functional interdependence.” The existence

of belief systems is widely accepted and a subject
of interest in the scientific community (2–4), but
there are still unresolved puzzles. According to
cognitive consistency theory, inconsistent beliefs
cause tension that individuals seek to resolve
(5, 6). Thus, if an individual’s certainty of belief
on the truth of one statement is altered, the al-
teration may propagate changes of the individ-
ual’s certainties of beliefs on the truth of other
statements. Individual-level, independent adjust-
ments of certainties of belief (7–14) do not suf-
fice to explain the existence of shared beliefs in
a population of individuals. Some additional,
natural, social control and coordination mecha-
nism is required. Public dispute on global warm-
ing is a prominent case in which individuals
have varying certainties of belief on the truth
values of a logically interdependent set of state-
ments, which has implications for reaching a

conclusion that collective action is required to
mitigate global warming. Debates in econom-
ics on appropriate macroeconomic policy, and
debates in politics on acceptable legislation, are
also examples of interpersonal influences modify-
ing individuals’ certainties of belief on multiple
interdependent statements. A critical open prob-
lem is the theoretical integration of theory on
cognitive consistency and theory on interpersonal
influence systems. We report a generalization of
the Friedkin-Johnsen model (15–17) that achieves
this integration. When individuals’ beliefs on mul-
tiple statements are being influenced, the Friedkin-
Johnsen model assumes that a change of be-
lief on one statement does not affect beliefs on
other statements. We develop and apply a more
realistic model on the dynamics of belief sys-
tems in which individuals’ certainties of belief
on a set of interdependent true or false state-
ments are being changed by network mecha-
nisms of interpersonal influence.
A shared logic constraint structure on a set

of truth statements (e.g., if X is true, then Y
and Z are true) does not imply belief consensus.
It will polarize a population into two opposing
ideological factions when high certainty of be-
lief on one central statement implies high cer-
tainties of belief on all other statements, and
low certainty of belief on that central statement
implies low certainties of belief on all other state-
ments. One faction accepts the premise of the
central statement and thus accepts all the other
statements as true; the other rejects the premise
of the central statement and thus rejects all
the other statements as false. How can we bet-

ter understand the dynamics of belief systems
in which individuals’ certainties of belief are mod-
ified by network mechanisms of interpersonal
influence toward a consensus on a set of inter-
dependent beliefs?
An analyzable problem on belief system dy-

namics can be posed as follows. Let us start
from a state of heterogeneity in a population of
individuals (i) with various levels of certainty of
belief on the truth values of two or more truth
statements and (ii) with a common set of logical
constraints that associate these statements. In
this population, levels of certainty of belief about
one statement are associated with levels of cer-
tainty of belief about another statement and,
more generally, an individual’s level of certainty
of belief about one statement is some mixture
of that individual’s certainty of beliefs about
other statements. Let each individual’s certainty
about each statement be subject to disturbance.
Cognitive consistency theory posits that the dis-
turbance will cause a within-individual change
that recalibrates their certainties of beliefs to
achieve consistency. Let each individual in this
population be embedded in a social network
that allows interpersonal influences on individ-
uals’ beliefs. With such a network, cognitive con-
sistency effects are now competing with effects
of other individuals’ displayed beliefs.
In our model (Fig. 1), individual nodes have

different certainties of belief on multiple truth
statements, which may be changed through
their interactions with others. The nodes may
vary in their levels of closure-openness to influ-
ence. Each node’s integration of their own and
others’ displayed certainties of belief may be
subject to logical interdependencies among state-
ments. These interdependencies can be expressed
as a matrix of logic constraints.
The dynamics of this n-individual belief sys-

tem on m truth statements is defined by the
tensor matrix equation (18)

Xðkþ 1Þ ¼ AWXðkÞCT þ ðI − AÞXð0Þ

where k ¼ 0; 1;…. The Xð0Þ is a n�m matrix
of n individuals and m truth statements with
truth values (true or false) on which individ-
uals have heterogeneous certainties of belief
in the ½0; 1� interval, such that xij ¼ 0:50 cor-
responds to an i with maximum uncertainty
on the truth value of statement j of the m
statements; xij ¼ 1 corresponds to an i with
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reflected in the orientations of the electrons' elliptical orbits.
magnetic field. The exchange interactions in the material caused a loss of symmetry, which was
microscopy to image the wave functions of electrons on the surface of bismuth placed in an external 

 used scanning tunnelinget al.connection between the interactions and nematicity is tricky. Feldman 
nematicity, has been observed in a number of exotic materials. However, establishing a direct
the underlying crystal lattice. This loss of symmetry, caused by interactions and dubbed electronic 

The electronic system in a strongly correlated material can sometimes be less symmetrical than
Relating interactions and nematicity
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